DAW Singapore - Facts & Figures

**Date:** 06 May-19 May 2013  
**Number of events:** 22 non-ticketed events open to the general public

- **Symposium:** 1  
- **Conference:** 1  
- **Concert:** 3  
- **Workshop:** 3  
- **Exhibition:** 4  
- **Performance:** 7  
- **Screening:** 3  
- **Residency:** 1  
- **Others**  
  - 5 open Calls  
  - 3 Lectures Adjunct  
  - 3 Panels  
  - 3 Keynotes  
  - 22 Talks  
  - 1 Prize

**Venues:** Locations include

- ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands  
- Cups N Canvas  
- Esplanade Bridge Underpass  
- Esplanade Open Stage – library@esplanade  
- Esplanade Recital Studio  
- Goodman Arts Center  
- Home Club Singapore  
- Independent Archive and Resource Centre (IARC)  
- Japan Creative Center  
- Kampung House Pulau Ubin, The Artists Village  
- Night & Day Bar + Gallery + Friends  
- Public Spaces along Orchard Road  
- Public Spaces River District  
- Singapore ETH Center  
- Substation  
- Value Lab Asia (VLA)  
- Your Mother Gallery
DAW International 2013 will offer the following premieres: *Earth Puzzle Game* (Curious Minds), *Film Premiers* (Peter Richardson, VERL), *Flotsam & Jetsom* (John Craig Freeman), *Food for Thought...* (Leon McCarthy), *Genome Scroller* (The Bio Boys), *HandFalls* (Ichi Ikeda), *Nightmare Inductions* (Noxious Sector), *When equation dance--TANGO with Lin Hsin Hsin* (Lin Hsin Hsin), *When Oak met Angsana* (Lalie Schewadron)

**Artists will travel to DAW International from countries including:** Austria, Canada, China, England, Germany, Japan, Poland, Scotland, Switzerland, Slovenia and United States

**Swiss artists in DAW International 2013 include:** Art Clay, Curious Minds, Com&Com, Frank Bodin, Hans Bernhard, Hildegard Klee, Irena Kukla, Johannes M. Hedinger, Lalie S. Pascual, Marcus Gossolt, Roland Dahinden, Stefan Müller Arisona

**Singaporean artists in DAW International 2013 include:** Adeleine Daysor, Jeremy Hiah, Shengen Lim, Ulrich Lau and members of the Artist Village and Independent Archive & Resource Centre

**International artists participating in DAW International 2013 include:** Allyson Mitchell, Deirdre Logue, Fu Ping Ping, Holger Mohaupt, Howard Burell, Ichi Ikeda, Jackson 2Bears, John Craig Freeman, Lily & Honglei, Miha Ciglar, Noxious Sector, Peter Morin, Peter Richardson, Steve Gibson, Tamiko Thiel, Will Papenheimer

**There are 17 important academics taking part in DAW International 2013:** Daniela Alina Plewe, Dirk Helbing, Doug Jarvis, Gerhard Schmitt, John Craig Freeman, John Geoffrey Barton, John Howard Burrell, Jürg Gutknecht, Lin His Hsin, Lichia Yu Saner, Peter Richardson, Robert Riener, Raymond Saner, Stefan Müller Arisona, Steven Cairns, Steve Gibson, Ted Hiebert, Venka Purushothaman

**DAW International Keynotes include:** Dirk Helbing, Ichi Ikeda, Raymond Saner, Venka Purushothaman

**DAW International Speakers include:** Arthur Clay, Jürg Gutknecht, Peter Zimmerli Raymond Saner, Stephen Cairns

**DAW International Panel Participants include:** Alex Erath, Alex Lehnerer, Daniela Alina Plewe, Derek Vollmer, Doug Jarvis, Faris Abdulkadir Basharahil, Hans Bernhard, Jackson 2Bear, Johannes Hedinger, Kenny Leck, Li Shan Chan, Peter Morin, Tan Tarn How, Quincy Teofisto

**There are 12 higher education institutes participating:** Emerson College, ETH Zurich, Lasalle School of Arts, Pace University, Singapore Polytechnic, SOTA School of Arts, University of Dundee, University of Hertfordshire, University of Northampton, University of Washington Bothell, Zürcher Hochschule der Künste
There are 2 primary schools participating: Swiss Schools Singapore, Rainbow Project Singapore

DAW International acknowledges the support of the following: ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands, Canadian Arts Council, ETH Globe, ETH Zurich, Japan Creative Centre, Japan Foundation Kuala Lumpur, Native Systems Group ETH Zurich, Presence Switzerland, Singapore-ETH Centre, Singapore Polytechnic, Swiss Arts Council, swissnex Singapore